
zu den WTCs, New York:

Battalion Chief Tom Vallebuona,
Staten Island, Navy pier:

«And it just went right across right into the
building. It looked like it got sucked into the

building. You couldn't even see it
disintegrate. It just went so fast and it looked
like it just disappeared in the building and I

heard it seconds later.»

–––––––––

Fox employee Mark Burnback:

«There was definitely a blue logo, it was like a
circular logo on the front of the plane. Uh

towards the uh, yeah definitely towards the
front. Um, it definitely did not look like a

commercial plane, I didn't see any windows
on the side. […]»

zu den WTCs, New York:

A British newspaper stated
«...some eyewitnesses reported hearing

another explosion just before the structure
crumbled. Police said that it looked almost

like a 'planned implosion'.»

––––––––––

William Rodriguez (damals 44 Jahre alt,
seit 20 Jahren Hausmeister beim WTC):

«Als ich den Schall der Explosion hörte,
vibrierte der Boden unter meinen Füßen,

fingen die Wände an zu brechen und alles
fing an zu beben. (...)

Sekunden nach der ersten massiven
Explosion unten im Keller während der

Fußboden noch bebte, höre ich eine andere
Explosion von weit oben.»

zu WTC-7, New York:

Controlled Demolition

Experte:
Buildings do fall vertically like Building 7,
when destroyed by controlled demolition.

(...)
Building 7's documented vertical plunge and
tidy rubble pile with exterior wall fragments
on top are exactly the kinds of results that

controlled demolitions achieve through
careful engineering.

––––––––––

Larry Silverstein, leaseholder
of the destroyed WTC complex:

«I remember getting a call from the fire
department commander, telling me that they

were not sure they were gonna be able to
contain the fire, and I said, "We've had such
terrible loss of life, maybe the smartest thing
to do is pull it." And they made that decision

to pull and we watched the building
collapse.»

zu WTC-7, New York:

«Building 7 was one of New York City's
larger buildings. (It) occupied an entire city

block and rose over 600 ft. above street level.
(...)

At the time of its destruction, it
exclusively housed government agencies and

financial institutions. It contained offices of
the IRS, Secret Service, and SEC.
It also housed then-Mayor Giuliani's

Office of Emergency Management, and its
emergency command center on the 23rd

floor. This floor received 15 million dollars
worth of renovations, including independent
and secure air and water supplies, and bullet

and bomb resistant windows designed to
withstand 200 MPH winds. The 1993 bombing
must have been part of the rationale for the

command center, which overlooked the Twin
Towers, a prime terrorist target.

How curious that on the day of the attack,
Guiliani and his Entourage set up shop in a

different headquarters, abandoning the
special bunker designed precisely

for such an event. »


